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Pay me Right: Reference values and Executive

Compensation

Aleksandra Gregoriµc� Sa�o Polanecy Sergeja Slapniµcarz

November 1, 2008

Abstract

This paper studies the impact of external reference values on managerial com-

pensation contracts. We consider the e¤ect of adoption of non-binding pay norms on

actual remuneration behavior using a unique country example. We �nd that intro-

duction of pay norms changed the reference values for CEOs and led to adjustment

of executive compensation towards new equilibrium. These pay norms a¤ected pay

in �rms with actual compensation below and above reference values. Further we

�nd that reference values changed compensation in all types of �rms, although ex-

ecutive compensation increased more in �rms with more dispersed ownership and

control. These results con�rm the importance of reference values in bargaining

process between owners and managers.

Keywords: Executive compensation, bargaining, reference values, ownership

structure.

First draft. Please, do not quote.

JEL Classi�cation Numbers: G30, G34

1 Introduction

People�s perceptions are �reference dependent� (Kahneman, 2002:459). The references

re�ect our aspirations or expectations about a given outcome. They determine our sense
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of entitlement, our perception of what is �fair�or appropriate. Consequently, the utility

that we assign to a given outcome depends on how this outcome positions in comparison

to our reference point (Koszegi and Rabin, 2006). An increasing number of theoretical

and empirical papers show that reference points importantly in�uence our attitude to-

wards risk (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), our motivation to exert e¤ort (Akerlof and

Yelen, 1990) and other economic choices (Camerer et al., 1997; Rizzo and Zeckhauser,

2003; Koszegi and Rabin, 2006, Georgellis et al., 2008). This paper analyses how the

compensation contracts adjust to an �outside�change in the reference value for executive

pay. The behavioral theory in fact predicts that such adjustments will take place. It

is not di¢ cult to imagine that the parties would look outside the existing contract to

see whether they are being treated fairly and consequently, try to re-negotiate better

terms. This is particularly so when the �new�reference value is far apart from the values

stipulated in the contract (Hart and Moore, 2006). These new values will also condition

the stipulation of new contracts since, in bargaining, the parties evaluate the potential

outcomes in relation to their reference point (Copte and Jehiel, 2003; Li, 2004). The re-

sults of our empirical analysis indeed con�rm that compensation contract adjust towards

the new reference value for executive pay. This adjustments occur gradually and displays

no asymmetry or non-linearity; the impact of the reference wage does not seem to be

outweighed by the downwards rigidity of the salaries observed by some other studies.

Our study complements the previous literature in many important aspects. The em-

pirical studies so far start with the assumption that the reference points are endogenous

to each individual and thus, determined by the individual�s past, pre-event experience or

upon the individual�s comparison with a chosen reference group. The validity of these

studies consequently depends on how well they de�ne the �relevant�reference group or

capture people�s expectations. No such concerns apply in our case since we dispose

with a clear and well-de�ned measure of reference values for executive pay. By applying

the behavioral theory to study the dynamics of executive compensation, this paper also

contributes to the stream of corporate governance literature. Within the vast empirical

research in the area of executive pay, the dynamic nature of the relationship between exec-

utive compensation and its determinants remains relatively unexplored (see for instance,

Canarella et al., 2008; Farrell et al., 2008, Conyon et al., 2000). Similarly, notwithstanding

the extensive reliance on reference group comparison in the executive compensation prac-
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tice, the empirical evidence in this regard remains quite limited (see for example, Bizjak

et al., 2007). In addition, the speci�cs that surrounded the design of the external refer-

ence point (for more, see section 3) provide empirical supports to the managerial power

theory of executive pay (Bebchuk et al., 2002). We show the example of a new European

country - Slovenia, whose managers took full advantages of the changing circumstances

and, by setting the reference point, provided themselves with new opportunities to ex-

tract rents. Finally, we provide new evidence to the scarce research on executive pay in

Europe. Previous studies to a large extent focus on the Anglo-Saxon compensation prac-

tices. Contributions from other economies are minor, with two notable exceptions being

Eriksson (2005) and Jones and Kato (1996). In line with Zajac and Westphal (1995)

we �rmly believe that exploring how the executives are remunerated in di¤erent social

and organizational context importantly contributes to the general understanding of the

compensation practices.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way. The second section

provides a brief overview of the relevant literature. The third section describes the general

context of executive remuneration in Slovenia, the design of the reference value and to

its related propositions on the expected adjustments in the executive pay. The fourth

section presents the empirical model and estimation issues. Data and empirical results

are presented in the �fth and the sixth section. Last section concludes.

2 Reference points and individual�s behavior

Behavioral theorists claim that people rely on �reference points�when making choices and

evaluating the outcomes of their behavior or the rewards for their actions. In this regard,

the literature o¤ers di¤erent de�nitions of what may constitute the individual�s reference

point. Koszegi and Rabin (2006) model the reference point as the person�s probabilistic

belief about a relevant variable. Their reference value is determined by the expectations

about an outcome that a person has in a recent past. In bargaining, reference points may

evolve endogenously and upon the outcome of the previous bargaining phase (Li, 2004;

Copte and Jehiel, 2003). Hart and Moore (2006) de�ne the reference values by the range

of possible outcomes that the parties determine with a contract. In relation to personal

income, Rizzo and Zeckhauser (2003) refer to the �desired�or �target�level of individual�s

earnings. Other empirical studies mostly assume that the parties determine their reference
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values upon a comparison with the salient others. However, the psychological theory

o¤ers little guidance as to which reference group can be considered as relevant in this

comparison (Akerlof and Yellen, 1990). For the aim of empirical work, reference groups

have been constructed as groups consisting of all the individuals living in the same country

(Easterlin, 1995), as groups of people within the same profession, age and employment

status (Van de Stadt et al., 1985).

Regardless on how one de�nes it, a departure from the reference point introduces an

additional �gain-loss�components in an individual�s utility function (Koszegi and Rabin,

2006). To put it di¤erently, the utility that an individual associates to a given outcome

(�perceived utility�) will be determined by both, the outcome and its relation to a posited

reference point. People will consequently derive di¤erent utilities and adopt di¤erent

actions according to where a given outcome stands in relation to their reference value.

According to the prospect theory, for instance, the utility function breaks at the reference

point and is considerably steeper for losses than for gains (Kahneman and Tversky,

1979). Given the loss-aversion, individuals who are below their reference points may

make more signi�cant attempts to raise the existing level than those above the reference

point. The dissutility due to one�s divergence from the reference point may also stimulate

risk-seeking and unappealing behavior. On a sample of young physicians, Rizzo and

Zeckhauser (2003) for example show that individuals attribute a higher marginal utility

to their earnings when they are below their reference value. Consequently, they are more

inclined to undertake actions that increase their income than the physicians with incomes

above their reference points (p. 915). In a similar vein, Georgellis et al. (2008) study

the adjustment towards reference wages and job conditions for German workers. They

con�rm the asymmetry in the adjustment and �nd that the speed of adjustment depends

on the distance from the reference point and gender (Georgellis et al., 2008).

Reference point in�uence people�s incentive to provide e¤ort (for a clear theoretical

exposition of the impact of reference wage on individual�s e¤ort and motivation to work

see Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; Koszegi and Rabin, 2006). A worker that is paid less

than expected may feel that he is not treated fairly and consequently, reduce his e¤ort

(Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; Krueger and Mas, 2004). In Hart and Moore (2006), the need

to anchor reference values ex-ante justi�es the stipulation of rigid long-term contracts. By

determining what each party is entitled to ex-ante, the contract precisely de�ne the range
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of outcomes, that each of the parties is entitled to and consequently, limit the likelihood

of ex-post aggrievement, retaliation and shading (i.e. deadweight loss). Reference points

in�uence the dynamics in the bargaining: due to the �reference e¤ects�, the parties may

be less willing to reach an agreement instantly and prefer to bargain gradually with

the attempt to reach an outcome that is higher than any o¤er obtained from the prior

bargaining phase (Li, 2004; Copte and Jehiel, 2003).

Our paper builds on these studies and analyses how the reference values in�uence the

executive pay. We rely on an example of a young European country - Slovenia. Due

to the speci�cs in the evolution of executive compensation, this country o¤ers a perfect

ground for our empirical analysis. With the attempt to prevent pay-losses and preserve

their share in the corporate rents, a group of top Slovenian executives in 1997 drafted a

document, which contained very clear criteria on what constitutes a �fair�wage. Being

completely voluntary, the main aim of the document was in fact to in�uence the public

perception of what constitutes a proper remuneration, that is, to set a new reference

value for executive pay. The values recommended in the document were set above the

salary of the average Slovenian manager. Assuming that the predictions of the behavioral

theorists hold, this �raise�in the reference value should reduce the utility of most of the

Slovenian managers. This should consequently motivate them to actions, which would

move them to their reference values (i.e. demand a better contract). And, it should

lead to an adjustment of the compensation contracts and increase the average level of

executive pay. We elaborate more on these hypotheses in the next section.

3 Self-regulation, reference points and main hypotheses on

compensation dynamics

Criteria on the executive compensation

The remuneration of Slovenian executives prior to transition was set in a pool with

the wages of other employees. The basic wages were determined on the country level,

while the cross-sectional di¤erences in the salaries mostly re�ected the di¤erences in

education and job characteristics. The establishment of the Association of Managers

(Association) at the beginning of transition (1989) can be indeed considered as the �rst

attempt of the Slovenian executives to create a new interest group and legitimize their
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di¤erentiation from other workers. The introduction of the Association was accompanied

by �rst suggestions on the rise of the executive pay to a 1:5 ratio of the average employee

pay and a modest performance bonus. The latter however stimulated public protests

and consequently, a parliamentary discussion on a regulation that would set an upper

limit for the executive pay and provide comparable pay levels across �rms. To prevent

the rigid regulation, the Association of Managers proposed the adoption of a voluntary

recommendation, or the so-called �Criteria on the executive pay�. The �Criteria�were

expected to provide a benchmark for �fair�pay and limit the executives�appetites for

excessive pay increases. In 1994, this recommendation �nally got recognition by the main

professional institutions (Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Craft and Small business

and the Association of Employers in 1994). In 1997 this self-regulatory recommendation

was published in the O¢ cial Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia. The publication however

introduced a substantial change in the de�nition of a �fair�executive pay and raised the

multiplier of the average wage to 4 for small �rms, 6 for medium-size �rms and to 8 for

large �rms1. These levels of �xed pay could be raised by a maximum of 25% if a �rm

outperformed the industry and vice-versa. The executives could also be paid a bonus,

contingent on the �rm meeting speci�ed performance targets. In this regard, the Criteria

recommended a limited set of performance benchmarks, such as net earnings, increase of

exports and increase or retention of employment level, return on equity (ROE), market

value and value added per employee. However, no guidance was provided in relation to

the weights that the �rms should attach to a speci�c benchmark. Also, this part of the

variable pay was �nanced from �rm pro�ts, which made it quite an unattractive way

to reward executives. Indeed, in the late 90-ties cash bonuses represented only between

13-15 percent of total executive pay (Zupan, 1999; Merkaµc, 1997; Slapniµcar, 2002). The

�Criteria�also de�ned a list of luxurious non-quanti�able fringe bene�ts and a provision

for severance payments and some guidance for option compensation.2.

The Criteria on the executive pay were drafted in a very speci�c time of Slovenian

transition. The conclusion of the privatization process in the mid-90ties brought for

1The de�nition of �rm size and consequently, the classi�cation of �rms in di¤erent size-groups, followed
the de�nitions of the Slovenian Company Act (1993).

2For instance, they suggested that the option exercise price should not be lower than the average stock
price from the preceeding year with no adjustments for market return. In the period of our analysis and
of the introduction of the Criteria, the average annual return of the Slovenian Stock Market Index 25.8
percent per year.
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the �rst time real owners to Slovenian enterprises. This change implied a gradual re-

distribution of power from managers and employees to the new owners. The adoption

of the Criteria was one way for Slovenian managers to increase their share in corporate

rents, to publicly legitimize their income aspirations. As stated by one of the constitutive

members of the Association: �the Criteria were designed to guarantee an appropriate

pay in the times of �nancial distress....There is no pay limit for a good manager. The

only upper limit for the pay is its public acceptance. We need to actively in�uence the

acceptance of proposed pay levels. As pay ratios are now larger than before, we need to

keep reconciling ours and public views on the subject as long as the new pay ratios are

not perceived as appropriate and fair.� (Piskar, 2004, p. 19).

Hypotheses

For most of the Slovenian executives (see section 4), the Criteria introduced a reference

point that was well above their actual salaries. The behavioral theories suggest that this

raise in the reference point should reduce the utility that the manager assigns to the

existing compensation (Koszegi and Rabin, 2006). This should consequently stimulate

an adjustment process in the executive compensation towards the reference values. We

can think of several factors that would drive such adjustments. First, the higher in-

�uence point will in�uence the bargaining for new compensation contracts. Copte and

Jehiel (2003) propose a bargaining theory in which agents evaluate their utility accord-

ing to reference points rather than outside options. Second, the change in the reference

value for manager induce a re-negotiation of the current contracts. Given the substantial

di¤erence between this new reference and the contract terms, the managers will very

likely adopt the new reference and evaluate the contracts accordingly (Hart and Moore,

2006). This may consequently lead to shading and retaliation or, reduced e¤ort (Hart

and Moore, 2006; Akerlof and Yellen, 1990). The owners may thus �nd it optimal to

raise the level of compensation closer to the new reference values. Finally, the increase

in the marginal utility of their income will stimulate the managers to make signi�cant

attempts to raise their future income (Rizzo and Zeckhauser, 2003). There are several

ways through which managers can actually in�uence the wage-setting process and un-

dertake actions that bring his compensation closer to the reference values. The power of

managers to in�uence their own pay has recently emerged as a compelling explanation of
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the sub-optimal pay-practices across the world (Bebchuk et al., 2001). Thus, we expect

to observe pay raises for the managers whose earnings are below the reference values,

determined by the Criteria on the executive pay. We however expect that these adjust-

ment will be gradual. It takes time to replace the existing contract or to negotiate a

new one. A number of other empirical studies indicate that the executive compensation

is subject to an adjustment process and that �rms are not able to adjust instantly to

a new equilibrium levels (see for instance,Canarella and Nourayi, 2008, Kathleen et al.,

2008, Conyon et al., 2000). Following previous �ndings (see for instance, Ezzamel and

Watson, 2002; Jensen and Murphy, 1990), we also expect that these adjustment are not

symmetric but rigid downwards and my vary with the distance from the reference value

(Georgellis et al., 2008).

4 Empirical framework

The main aim of our paper is to explore the impact of reference values on the level

of executive pay. For the purpose of our empirical analysis, we de�ne the dependent

variables as the log of real annual compensation. The reference values are de�ned in line

with the recommendations of the �Criteria�for managerial compensation. In this paper,

we refer to these reference levels as the �normative�compensation levels. The multiplier

varies with �rm size and equals 4 for small �rms, 6 for medium-sized �rms and 8 for large

�rms:

Normi =
WEc +Wi

2
� Size multiplier

The choice of our explanatory variables (Control variables) relies on the previous litera-

ture in the �eld of executive pay (for a review, see for instance, Murphy, 1999). In line

with the agency theory, we expect that the executive salary will increase with improved

�rm performance. In regard to the latter, we construct a measure of relative �rm per-

formance, that is the di¤erence between the �rm�s and the industry Return on Assets

(ROA-ROAind) and by the average �rm labor productivity (�Log of Labor productivity�).

Optimal contracts should also reward the manager for the complexity of her job, which

we measure by the total number of �rm employees (�Log of Employment�). We control

for the impact of the managerial labor market: we expect the more quali�ed executives

to be paid a higher wage. We thus construct a dummy variable �CEO college Dummy�,
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which equals one for the CEOs who hold at least a College degree and zero otherwise.

Apart from the variables re�ecting the owners� need to compensate the CEO�s e¤ort

and to attract the most highly quali�ed executives, the level of managerial compensation

may depend on other factors. According to the managerial power theory (Bebchuk et

al., 2002), the amount of the executive compensation may vary with the �rm governance

characteristics, which measure the ability of managers to in�uence the pay-setting process

and consequently, negotiate a higher total pay. Two variables, which should account for

the executives�bargaining power, are included in our model. Fist, we include the variable

�Dummy Corporation�, to which we assign the value 1 when the executive is in charge of

a public or private corporation and, zero otherwise. For a limited sample of the stock

corporations only, we include the Her�ndahl-Hirschman ownership concentration index

as the proxy for the owners�power in the pay-bargaining (HH5 ). The main contribution

of our paper however lies in the inclusion of the �reference�value or the normative pay as

the determinant of the executive pay. As argued in Section 2, reference values exert an

important impact on the individual�s behavior, their perceptions of whether they are be-

ing treated fairly and consequently, their motivation to exert e¤ort or provoke a change.

Anecdotal evidence from business practice seems to con�rm the theoretical assumptions:

the executives tend to evaluated their contracts by how well these contracts remunerate

them in comparison to their peers (Bebchuk et al., 2002; Bizjak et al., 2008). A raise in

the reference value should thus reduce their satisfactions with the existing pay levels and

induce them to demand a higher pay. This should consequently re�ect also in dynamics

of the managerial pay. Previous empirical research and theoretical predictions (for more,

see Section 2) suggest that these adjustments are asymmetric and non-linear. To put

it di¤erently, the direction in the adjustment may vary according to whether the actual

salary is below or above the reference wage, while the speed of adjustment varies with

the extent of the deviation from the reference wage (Pay Gap). We capture the potential

asymmetry in the adjustment by including the absolute value speci�cation of the gap

with the threshold at (ln Pay Gap=0). We account for the nonlinearity in the speed of

adjustment by including the square term of the gap between the normative and actual

wage (ln2Pay Gap). All variables are lagged for one years. We assume that the �rms can

not adjust their compensation immediately. An increasing number of empirical studies

(e.g. Canarella et al., 2008) recently underline that the relationship between executive
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pay and its determinants is dynamic by nature. We thus estimate the dynamic panel-data

model of executive compensation as follows:

lnCompit = 1(lnNormit � lnNormit�1) +

+�1(lnPay Gapit�1) +

+�2Abs(lnPay Gapit�1) +

+�3(lnPay Gapjit�1)
2 +

+�4(lnEmploymentjt�1)

+�5(ROAjit�1 �ROAindjit�1) + �6(lnLabor_productivity)jt�1

+nt + ui + "ijt

where i = 1; :::N indexes the �rm (manager) and t = 1; :::T indexes the time period.

The nt represents the time-speci�c term, the ui is the manager (�rm)-speci�c term and

"ijt is the random disturbance. Because of the inclusion of the lagged dependent vari-

able, the usual panel-data estimates are not appropriate since they produce inconsistent

estimates of the regression parameters. Several solutions to eliminate these biases have

been proposed in the literature (Anderson and Hsiao, 1981; Arellano and Bond (1991)

and Bond and Blundell (1998). The Arelanno-Bond estimator (1991) exploits more infor-

mation and can be viewed as a more e¢ cient extension to the Anderson-Hsiao estimator.

With regard to the former, The Blundell-Blond (1998) estimator is however more appro-

priate when the variables are close to random walk. When this is the case, the lagged

levels of the endogenous variables are weak instruments for the �rst-di¤erenced variables.

The Blundell-Bond (1998) accounts for this ine¢ ciency by including both lagged levels

and the lagged di¤erences of the endogenous variables. Since our data suggest that man-

agerial pay follows the unit root, the Blundell-Bond (1998) is the appropriate estimator

in our case.

Robustness check

In the estimation of the Models (1, 2 and 4-5), we only include the �rm-observations,

for which the change in the salary refers to the same executive. That is, we only include

�rm, where the same manager remained on the position in the consecutive years to which

the change refers. It seems reasonable to assume that the compensation of the surviving
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managers di¤ers from the compensation of the managers that were replaced during the

period of our analysis. This introduces a potential sample-selection bias. We correct for

the latter by a joint estimation of the compensation equation and the sample selection

equation, that is by including the estimate of Mills ratio in the Bond and Blundell (1998)

equation as a two-step estimator (f(�x)=F (�x)). The Mills ratios are estimated from the

probit model, where the dependent variable in the dummy variable for CEO change. This

variable assumes the value of 1 if CEO changes and 0 otherwise. The selection equation

is:

Pr(Dchangeijt = 1) = �0+�1x1ijt�1+�2x2ijt�1+�3x3ijt�1+�4D4ijt�1+�5D5ijt+�ijt; (1)

Here i denotes manager, j denotes �rm and t denotes time period. x1 is a vector of

personal characteristics of CEO (age, educational attainment), x2 is a vector of perfor-

mance measures (return on assets, return on equity, log of value added per employee), x3

is a vector of measures of �rm size (log of employment), D4 denotes organizational form

dummy, D5 denotes the vector of NACE 1-digit industry dummies and year dummies,

and "ijt denotes the error. We assume that error terms have zero mean and variances 1

and �, respectively. The selection bias is only relevant in estimation of (1) when there is

correlation between error terms, which we denote by �. Therefore the key test of presence

of selection bias is in � being di¤erent from 0. By incorporating this selection equation

we also control for the impact of the alternative governance mechanism, namely the CEO

replacement in the event of poor performance. These two control mechanisms are sel-

dom addressed simultaneously in the compensation literature. A notable exception is the

analysis of executive compensation by Rennebog and Trojanowski (2003).

5 Data

Data description

Testing the propositions on executive pay before and after the adoption of Criteria in 1997

imposes signi�cant data requirements. For this purpose we merged �ve distinct data sets

that contain con�dential information on executive pay and publicly available accounting

�rm-level data. The Slovenian agency for public records (AJPES) collects �rm-level

balance sheet and income statement data. From this data source we use information on
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�rms�characteristics (NACE). Slovenian Business registry (PRS) contains information on

�rms�legal forms such as limited liability company, closely held corporation and public

corporation. From the Slovenian Central Securities Clearing Corporation (KDD) we

obtained information on the ownership shares of top �ve owners and their institutional

identity.

The identity of CEO for each �rm was established from the Statistical registry of

labor force (SRDAP), which contains employment records for all employees in each orga-

nization, including top managers with regular employment contracts.3 The employment

record for each person contains information on occupation, and according to the inter-

national standard classi�cation of occupations (ISCO) the top managerial position has a

unique code. The registry also contains personal characteristics of all employees, such as

age, educational attainment. The longitudinal nature of the data enables us to calculate

the CEO tenure in the �rm. Information on labor income was retrieved from the income

tax records compiled by the Slovenian Tax O¢ ce. From this source we use information

on gross salaries of both CEOs and employees. Because of con�dentiality, we analyzed

the data in a safe room at the Slovenian Statistical O¢ ce.

The sample of �rms and CEO annual salaries used in estimations is not complete.

We excluded micro and small �rms, where separation of ownership and management is

less frequent. In such �rms, compensation practices follow tax minimizing objectives and

are less prone to rent extraction problems. We also exclude �rms for which we could not

�nd an employee with a CEO occupation code. Third, due to use of lagged variables in

estimations, we excluded �rms without data for at least three consecutive observations.

Fourth, ownership variables are only available for the period after privatization from

1999-2004. This explains the reduction in the number of sample of �rms in some of the

regression models (model 5 and 6).

Summary statistics

This section provides basic descriptive statistics for the sample of �rms and CEOs used

in empirical analysis. The key �rm-level statistics are shown in Table 1. The average

�rm in our sample employs 325 employes, generates 29.1 million Euro of total sales and

operates with 35.1 million Euro of assets. The average value added per employee equals

3CEO hired through an intermediary �rm can not be identi�ed since such �rms do not have a person
with code for top executive position.
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23.2 thousand Euro. The average pro�tability is relatively low with Return on Assets

(ROA) equal to 2.2 percent and Return on Equity (ROE) of 5.8 percent.

For the purpose of our analysis, we classify the �rms in two main groups: the lim-

ited liability corporations (Ltd in the UK or GmbH in Germany) and stock corporations

(Plc in the UK or AG in Germany). Among the latter, we distinguish betwen public or

listed corporations and private (non-listed) corporations. Our sample is dominated by

stock corporations (Plc). In 2004 these �rms represented 60 percent of all the �rms in

our sample, this is 4.8 percentage points less than in 1999. The average share of listed

corporations also declined in the same period, from 14 to 11.5 percent. The ownership

concentration in the stock corporations remains relatively low but has been concentrat-

ing over time (see Her�ndahl-Hirschman concentration index in Table 1). Most of the

�rms (60 percent) belong to the mining, manufacturing and private utilities, followed by

construction and trade.

Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics for CEOs in the sample. The average age of

CEO is 46 years old. Among all the executives, 16.8 percent are women. More than 80

percent of all executives hold an University or higher degree. The average manager has

been on the position for 4.43 years, which implies a relatively low turnover (11.9 percent

per year). It must be however noted that this the reported tenure is underestimated

since we do not dispose with information for executive positions prior to 1999. The

average gross salary for the CEOs that have been on the position for the whole period

of our analysis is 69.7 thousand Euro per year, with standard deviation equal to 35.3

thousand euros.4 These values are reported in constant 2004 prices. Although it has been

increasing across the years of our analysis, the average salary of a Slovenian executive

remains relatively low in comparison with other European countries.

This paper focuses on the change in the average executive salary, which followed the

introduction of the Criteria on the executive compensation in 1997. As evidenced in Table

Table 4, the average pay of the CEO5 has been raising towards the �reference�pay during

the period of our analysis. This adjustment if observed in all types of �rms, regardless

their organizational form. However, as evidence in Tables 4 and 5 and Figures 1and

2 below, the convergence towards the reference pay in the limited liability corporations

4The annual gross salary includes annual bonus.
5The data refer only to the CEOs that have been on the same positions for the whole 1999-2004

period.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for �rms

Number of �rms 668
Average number of observations per �rm 9.64

Size and Financial Indicators
Mean Std.Dev.

Employment 325 514
Turnover 29.1 68.8
Assets 35.1 85.1
Value added per employee 23.2 19.7
Debt to assets ratio 0.364 0.209
Return on assets 0.022 0.072
Return on equity 0.058 0.320

Ownership variables
1999 2004

Share of incorporated �rms 0.648 0.600
Share of public �rms 0.140 0.115
Ownership concentration Index (HH5) 0.199 0.344
Ownership concentration Index (HH3) 0.192 0.339

Sectoral structure of �rms
Share

Agriculture, Hunting, Fishing 0.017
Mining, Manufacturing and Utilities 0.596
Construction 0.112
Trade 0.089
Catering 0.028
Transport and Communications 0.048
Business Services 0.058
Health Care 0.029
Cultural and Recreational Services 0.024
Total 1.000
Source: AJPES, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: All nominal variables are given in euros, constant 2004 prices.

Annual turnover and sales are given in million euros.

Value added per employee is reported in thousand euros.

seems to be slower and less pronounced than in the stock corporations. On the other hand,

in medium and large private corporations6 the ratio between the actual and reference wage

increased from 0.749 and 0.755 to 0.921 and 0.966 between 1997 and 2004, respectively.

6I.e. �rms without publicly traded shares.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for CEOs

Mean (Share) Std.Dev.
Age 46.0 10.9
Tenure 4.43 2.99
Women 0.168 0.374
University degree 0.816 0.388
CEO turnover 0.119 0.323
Gross annual salary 69.7 35.3
Source: AJPES, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: Under University degree is reported the average

share of CEOs with at least 3-year undergraduate degree.

Tenure is reported from 1999 onwards.

Gross annual salary is reported in thousand euros (constant 2004 prices).

In public stock corporations managerial pay initially started at much higher initial values:

0.863 and 0.828 in medium and large �rms respectively. At the end of the period (2004),

the average wage of the executives in these �rms exceed the reference wage, which was

determined in the Criteria on the executive compensation.

Table 3: Annual Salaries for CEOs

All CEOs Incumbent CEOs
Year Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.
1995 52.4 20.4 53.6 20.8
1996 56.5 23.6 57.7 23.6
1997 61.5 26.7 62.3 27.0
1998 66.3 28.7 67.3 28.9
1999 69.8 31.6 72.0 31.2
2000 71.8 32.5 73.9 33.0
2001 73.5 39.1 75.0 40.1
2002 74.6 39.0 75.9 40.0
2003 75.4 40.7 77.9 41.8
2004 77.3 45.8 79.5 47.3
Average 66.8 34.4 69.7 35.3
Source: AJPES, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: Incumbent CEOs were employed in periods t and t-1.

Gross annual salary is reported in thousand euros (constant

2004 prices).

Table 5 shows the dynamics of average and standard deviation of actual to normative
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pay ratio only for �rms that were present in the data set in all years of available data. Also

for this narrower set of �rms, we observe an increase in the average actual to normative

pay ratio.7 Moreover, the standard deviations of the distributions increased for all three

sets of �rms.

Table 4: Dynamics of average actual to normative pay ratio, 1995-2004

Private Private Public
limited �rms corporations corporations

Year Medium Large Medium Large Medium Large
1995 0.668 0.674 0.762 0.725 0.817 0.768
1996 0.652 0.681 0.742 0.697 0.813 0.762
1997 0.643 0.695 0.749 0.755 0.863 0.828
1998 0.666 0.723 0.785 0.817 0.976 0.87
1999 0.703 0.705 0.817 0.863 0.897 0.881
2000 0.724 0.698 0.797 0.863 0.984 0.906
2001 0.706 0.701 0.771 0.844 0.986 0.93
2002 0.775 0.777 0.950 0.997 0.928 1.058
2003 0.789 0.776 0.922 0.997 0.956 1.042
2004 0.746 0.802 0.921 0.966 1.011 1.115
Source: AJPES, SORS, KDD, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: Averages are calculated for observations without CEO change.

Table 5: Dynamics of average actual to normative pay ratio, 1995-2004

Private Private Public
limited �rms corporations corporations

Year Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev. Mean Std.Dev.
1995 0.691 0.215 0.740 0.217 0.774 0.164
1996 0.684 0.221 0.726 0.192 0.771 0.212
1997 0.706 0.231 0.775 0.222 0.843 0.275
1998 0.754 0.260 0.840 0.236 0.887 0.255
1999 0.755 0.300 0.881 0.368 0.883 0.274
2000 0.766 0.302 0.875 0.281 0.903 0.361
2001 0.772 0.425 0.843 0.271 0.941 0.407
2002 0.814 0.337 0.978 0.318 1.020 0.413
2003 0.846 0.419 0.974 0.288 1.018 0.417
2004 0.825 0.387 0.952 0.297 1.093 0.598
Source: AJPES, SORS, KDD, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: Averages and standard deviations are calculated for observations

without CEO change and �rms that were present in the entire period 1994-2004.

7This pattern is also observed for median actual to normative pay ratio.
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The observed pattern of adjustments towards the reference pay is further con�rmed

also in Figures 1 and 2, which compare the distribution of the ratio between actual and

reference wage for the three groups of �rms in 1995 and 2004.8 As shown in Figure 1, the

distribution of �rms in 1995 does not di¤er much between the three corporate groups.

Over time however, only the distributions for public and private corporations �attened

(increase in variance) and achieved mean ratio close to 1 on average.
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Figure 1: Distribution of actual to normative pay ratio, 1995

The distinction in evolution of pay between private limited companies and corpora-

tions is even more pronounced when we consider the share of managerial pay in the total

value added. The numbers are reported in Table 6 below. The percentage of average

managerial pay in the total value added of private limited corporations altogether barely

increased by 0.1 percentage points in the 1995-2004 period, whereas in private and public

corporations the increase was more substantial: from 1.820 to 2.611 percent and from

1.304 to 1.702 percent, respectively.

8The distributions of actual-to-normative pay ratios are shown using the method of stochastic kernels,
which is convenient when the total number of observations is not large. This nonparametric method for
plotting size distributions generates smooth graphs. The method evaluates each point of the estimated
density as a weighted sum of the data frequencies in the neighborhood of the point being estimated.
In our case the weighting is a normal (gaussian) density. The size of bandwidth around the point of
evaluation is 0.45, which is used throughout this paper. The larger is the bandwidth, the smoother is the
estimated density. However, for our data, the qualitative features of the data are largely independent of
selected bandwidth.
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Figure 2: Distribution of actual to normative pay ratio, 2004

Table 6: Dynamics of managerial pay in value added, 1995-2004

Private Private Public
limited �rms corporations corporations

Year Mean Median Mean Median Mean Median
1995 1.844 1.531 1.820 1.587 1.304 0.927
1996 2.218 1.482 1.951 1.540 1.183 0.887
1997 1.863 1.519 3.393 1.686 1.208 0.997
1998 1.954 1.508 2.175 1.842 1.328 1.036
1999 1.905 1.375 2.272 2.010 1.396 1.174
2000 1.969 1.284 2.295 1.989 1.458 1.170
2001 1.944 1.412 2.326 1.995 1.398 1.144
2002 1.831 1.176 2.312 1.948 1.520 1.216
2003 1.984 1.340 2.423 2.008 1.479 1.264
2004 1.944 1.398 2.611 2.017 1.702 1.236
Source: AJPES, SORS, KDD, PRS and own calculations.

Notes: Average and median shares of managerial pay in value added

are given in percent.

6 Empirical results

The results of the Blundell-Bond (1998) dynamic estimations are presented in Table 7

below. The Sargan test of the over-identifying restrictions con�rms the global validity

of the instruments employed in the estimation. The Arelano-Bond test for the second-

order serial correlation in the �rst-di¤erenced residuals also con�rms the absence of the
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second-order autocorrelation. The positive and highly signi�cant coe¢ cient of the lagged-

dependent variable con�rms that the executive compensation displays an adjustment dy-

namics. The estimated regression coe¢ cients for the di¤erence between the actual and

normative pay (Pay Gap) re�ects the short-term adjustment of the executive compen-

sation to the reference value for executive pay. The coe¢ cient is positive in signi�cant,

implying that the deviation from the reference wage in the previous year leads to a cor-

rection of this gap through an increase in the pay in the next period. The insigni�cant

coe¢ cient on Abs (Pay Gap) show that these adjustments are not asymmetric: executive

salaries seem to adjust toward the reference wage also for the executives that receive the

wages above their reference values. The impact of the reference value on the executive

pay is thus not outweighed by the downward rigidity of salaries, observed in the previous

studies. Moreover, di¤erently from some previous �ndings (Georgellis et al., 2008), the

speed of adjustment does not depend on the size of the deviation from the reference val-

ues. Interestingly enough, the pay increases are signi�cantly in�uenced by the change of

the normative wage (DLog Normative Comp). Recall that the Criteria on the executive

pay de�ne the reference value of the �rm executives as a multiple of the average wage in

the �rms and in the economy. Thus, wage increases at the �rm level may be one of the

ways through which the executives could �exploit�the new Criteria in order to create a

new path towards higher rents. The results of our empirical analysis suggest that this in

indeed the average practice: some of the pay increases relate to an increase in the average

employee wage that is not linked to an improvement in labor productivity.

In line with our expectations, the executive salary responds positively to above-

industry performance. The corresponding regression coe¢ cient is positive, although not

statistically signi�cant. We also �nd that the executives in the �rms with a larger number

of employees on average receive higher salaries. Furthermore, the impact of the organi-

zational form is positive and statistically signi�cant across all the model speci�cations.

This is somehow in line with the managerial power theory of executive pay (Bebchuk et

al., 2002). By de�nition, the ownership is more dispersed and the shareholders�control

is lower in stock corporations than in the limited liability �rms. Consequently, the in-

formation asymmetry and the power of managers to demand for a higher pay is stronger

in the former �rms, leading to a higher increase of the managerial pay.9 No signi�cant

9The pay dynamics di¤ers between the two main corporate forms (limited liability �rms and stock
corporations), while we �nd no signi�cant di¤erence between the public and private share corporations
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e¤ect is however observed in relation to the size of ownership concentration: a higher

concentration of ownership does not reduce the average increase in the executive pay,

nor it in�uences the speed of adjustment towards the executives�reference value. This

may be again due to the generally low level of ownership concentration in Slovenian �rms

and the di¤erent impact of various types of main owners on �rm governance and the

executive pay. This is certainly an issue that needs to be explored further. All the stated

conclusions are mostly con�rmed in the speci�cations 3 and 6, where we account for the

possible sample selection bias. The negative and signi�cant sign of the Mills ratio suggest

that the poorly performing executives (with a higher probability of replacement) receive

on average lower salaries. The impact of other, manager-speci�c variables (e.g. age, edu-

cation) is not signi�cant. This, in our view, re�ects the weakness of the managerial labor

market in a post-transition economy, such as Slovenia.

7 Summary and concluding remarks

The increasing levels of executive compensation and the disappointing evidence on the op-

timality of compensation contracts cast serious doubts on the e¢ ciency of compensation

schemes in motivating managerial e¤ort in the US and Europe. Despite the alternative

explanations on what may motivate people�s behavior, a number of theoretical and em-

pirical evidence shows that our actions can be partly explained by the desire to reach

some �reference�income, which we consider as a �fair�compensation for our e¤ort. This

paper describes the example of a new European country, where the institutional changes

induced a signi�cant re-distribution of power away from the �rm managers to the newly

arising owners. In order to preserve their share in the corporate rents, the managers

joined their forces and self-determined the levels of a �fair�remuneration of their work.

This �fair�or normative wage arti�cially introduced a new reference value for executive

income, which was well above the current levels of the executive pay. Not only. The way

it was de�ned opened few options through which the executives could actually in�uence

their own salaries (i.e. by increasing the size of their �rms or by raising the average

level of employee wages). In spite of the speci�cs in the introduction of the new refer-

ence value, this new reference point signi�cantly in�uenced the subsequent dynamics in

(results not reported). The latter can be partly due to the fact that a large number of minority share-
holders and relatively dispersed ownership characterises both, public and private stock corporations.
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the executive salaries. The observed adjustments provide new and robust evidence on

the validity of the predictions of the behavioral theorists regarding the importance of

reference values for individuals�behavior. In addition, our results imply that these ad-

justments are partially based on the increases of the average employee wages, which are

not associated with improvements in the labor productivity. The executive salaries also

tend to increase more in the �rms with stronger managers. These results and the facts

surrounding the introduction of the new reference value for the executive compensation

provide a country-example in support to the managerial power theory of executive pay.
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